
Thank you for taking the time to design a GateCrafters.com sliding gate. Our cantilever style sliding gates are manufac-
tured in the USA by skilled craftsman and we are honored to provide you with a quality made product. To show our 
gratitude for your selection we would like to offer you a limited time offer with huge savings on an Estate Slide Gate 
Opener with your sliding driveway gate purchase.
 
For any cantilever style sliding gate over $1,500 purchased from
GateCrafters.com you will receive half off an Estate Swing E-SL 450 gate opener!

The E-SL 450 Estate Slide Operator
This rack and pinion single slide gate opener is meant for residential use with a gate that is up to 16' in length and 450 
lbs. weight. Featuring a large motor and small housing the Estate Slide E-SL 450 Classic Sliding Gate Operator is perfect 
for discrete residential installation without giving up any power. It works best on gates constructed of aluminum, light 
steel, wood, or chain link. 

The E-SL 450 uses 24V DC power, making it safe for end user installation and maintenance. It is also battery operated. 
Offering the ease one touch EZ programming this sliding gate opener can be programmed by pressing one button! Com-
bined with the Estate Swing Double Range Remote you can have built-in security with rolling code technology and over 
200 foot range! Additionally, the pedestrian button function opens the gate to a 3 foot gap - the perfect amount of space 
to allow a person to walk through. 
 
Other features of the E-SL 450 include:
Built in Control Board
Terminals for entry/exiting accessories and safety devices
Auto-closing can be turned on or off, time delay is adjustable
24V Battery included
24VAC Transformer
Built in Receiver
Limit Magnet (normally closed position)
Legendary Reliability
High Carbon Steel gears and bearings
Automatic Entrapment/Obstruction Sensor
Locked Manual Release

Finally, this Estate Slide Operator can be used with most wired accessories including exit wands, exit & safety loops, 
keypads, and communication systems. With both a GateCrafters.com cantilever style sliding gate and the E-SL 450 Estate 
Slide Opener you can have the ultimate combination of design and functionality.  
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Dear Customer,

Our Gates are Hand Crafted in the USA, Support American Jobs!
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